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ABSTRACT
Diabetes Users who encounter physical and motor
impairment persist in struggle to archive the target of
performance in the form of hand gesture improvement.
Hand gestures are allowed people to give a sign as a
communicate medium and to hold, grip and pinch the
object. The low ability of hands makes the movement or
gesture limited and difficult for them to do the routine
activity. This review aim to evaluate the effect of
whether the existing supportive technology can assist
the hand motor-impairment user. A total of 31 papers
were identified and only 10 papers were selected in this
review. In this paper, the existing supportive technology
tools in the field of motor rehabilitation which is focused
on hand motor-impaired users are reviewed. The
existing of supportive technology for hand
motor-impaired user is not a new field as the paper
reviewed from 2014 until 2019. There are few
innovations or initiatives from the previous research
and study that give a positive effect on the users were
identified. Future research is needed to further
appreciate and improved the desired role of people with
hands motor-impaired in meaningful technology
development.
Keywords:
Effectiveness,
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I. INTRODUCTION
Gestures are the movement of the body or hands to give
a sign for people who have a motor-impaired problem
for an example, deaf, mute, hand injured that causes the
ability to pinch, grip and hold the object and etc.
Freehand gestures allow other forms of input to improve
the usability and performance of selection tasks [1].
Hand gestures recognition can be applied in many areas
such as computer games, mobile games, home-based
rehabilitation, education, robotics and recognition of
children with autism.
Hand motor impairments may be viewed in two part
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which is a deficit in motor execution and in higher-order
processes [2]. Basically, a deficit in motor execution
happen from weakness, spasticity and abnormal
synergies. Whilst, a deficit in higher-order processes
lead to poorly formed sensorimotor associations that
drive to impaired motor control. The treatments depend
on the view taken. Motor-impairment is commonly
assessed with disease-specific, subjectively scored and
low-resolution scales, or occasionally with cumbersome
marker-based motion capture [3]. Based on previous
study, the hand motor-impaired involve stroke
rehabilitation, Parkinson’s disease and orthopedic
rehabilitation.
In recent years, the combined use of wearable robotic
systems and human-machine interfaces has been
proposed as a tool for complementing and restoring
impaired functions in users with motor disabilities [4].
Besides that, digital approaches to physical
rehabilitation are becoming increasingly common and
embedding these new technologies within a musical
framework may be particularly motivating [5]. Every
approaches have advantage and disadvantage towards
the user. According from previous study, there are a few
existing supportive technologies have been designed and
developed to give an experience to the hand
motor-impaired user. On the other hand, users who have
the potential to show large performance improvements
often have little or no experience with independent
mobility and may need a significant amount of training
before they can perform the test trials [6]. Therefore, the
research and study has been conducted from previous
researchers to determine whether the development of the
supportive technology have assist the user to improve
their functionality of hand gesture.
Furthermore, robots have been used for most clinical
trials of robot-assisted movement training to physically
assist the limbs of patients as they attempt desired
movements and/or play computer-guided activities and
games [7]. Thus, more supportive technology is needed
in term of the usability of the application towards the
user.
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In this study, we will focus on the supportive technology
for user who dealing with hand motor-impaired problem.
This study aims to evaluate the effect of existing
supportive technology to assist hand motor- impaired
user.
II. METHOD
Based on this review, the relevant papers were
researched in SCOPUS, IEEE and Google Scholar as the
reference materials. There are a few steps to follow for
this systematic review paper. First, plan the systematic
review and included the research question, the inclusion
and exclusion criteria, the research strategy, the data
collection instruments and method and criteria for the
analysis of the results. The review question was: “What
are the effects of existing supportive technology on hand
motor-impaired user?” The criteria that has been
considered of this review is the impact of supportive
technology on user although it was contribute a small
positive effect. Next, find the papers at the website
document search by using a combination of keywords.
For example, {‘Supportive Technology} AND {‘Hand
Gesture OR Motor-impaired} AND {‘Effectiveness}.
The exploration was filtered to the year 2014-2019 as
references to review. This is because to provide the
review still relevant and up to date. From this step, the
result for searching papers has been provided a lot and
includes various areas.
The second step is to focus on the studies by filtering the
title of research and the abstract. Papers that were not
relevant to the research will be eliminated or excluded
from the selection and vice versa. For an example of
selected papers were the topic that relates to
rehabilitation, hand gesture of motor-impaired,
supportive technology, and the effect to user. As a result,
the number from the searching papers reduced.
III. RESULT
A total of 31 relevant papers were identified. There are a
few papers were excluded as they did not suitable for the
topic. The Figure 1 shows the final sample for analysis
has consisted of 10 papers which are the papers that
were related to the idea of this topic.
31

Total of
Citations

21 Articles
Retrieved
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10 Duplicates
removal

Criteria
Applied

11 Articles not
meeting the point of
study

10 Articles
Included
Fig. 1. Selection of study process
From the reviews, most studies had been conducted in
Europe which is 15 studies [3-5, 8-19] followed by USA
which is nine studies [2], [20-27], Korea [28, 29], and
South East Asia [30-33] had been handled 3 studies
respectively, while China has 2 studies [34, 35] and
Turkey [36] and Brazil [37] and Japan [38] had one
paper respectively. The papers had been published in the
early 2000s until the present. The papers had been
published in several journals that are from health,
technology, and education. From several aspects, we can
combine to be one topic that related to previous studies.
The previous study and investigation have shown that
healthy and technology have close associated which
means it important to help the user to improve or assist
their daily routine. Another study that evaluates the
augmented reality games as a supportive technology
application that has been used for hand motor-impaired
user [3], [15], [19], [28]. Besides that, there is a study
that used another device which is exoskeleton
technology for hand motor impaired users’ [10], [4],
[25], [27]. However, there are some studies that
introduce an augmented reality technology has used for
various category such as advertising, tourism and so
forth [12], [23], [32], [33]. There also has studied the
survey about an augmented reality that focused on
education [20]. This is show that supportive technology
for an augmented reality is applicable in many fields of
studies but their focus is not relatable with the criteria of
this review study.
According to the quality of methodologies of this
review, the majorities of the studies focused on hands
motor-impaired users’ and the supportive technology
that has been used in the studies respectively.[3, 8-10],
[4], [15], [17], [18], [24-26, 28], [34], [35], [37].
The Table I display all the findings from the selected
review paper. The result show that the existing of
supportive technologies was considered to contribute a
positive effect.
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Paper
Paper
1[27]

Paper 2
[10]

Paper 3 [9]

Paper 4
[35]

Paper 5 [4]

Table I. Synthesis of the research papers included the review
Objectives
Sample
Outcomes
1) To determine the impact of 9 persons who The results suggest the integrate
repetitive
task-specific experienced
a RTP regimen is a promising
practice (RTP) integrating stroke.
technique for increasing the
electrical stimulation and
amount and quality of UE
behavioral supports on upper
movement in the moderately
extremity (UE) impairment,
impaired
stroke
survivor
gross manual dexterity, and
population.
paretic UE amount and
quality of use in chronic
stroke survivors exhibiting
moderate, stable UE deficits.
1) Evaluate in which order of Eight sub-acute As the results, 75% of the
magnitude
AHSP
may stroke patients
sub-acute
stroke
patients
improve in sub-acute stroke
improved on their capacity to use
patients with moderately to
their affected arm in daily
severely affected arm-hand.
activities between the start of the
2) Assess the clinical usability of
training and follow-up. The
the dynamic hand orthosis
improvements in arm-hand skill
combined with electrical
performance may also be
stimulation.
attributable to other factors
Propose as an alternative a The PD upper A self-managed system for the
low-cost
system for the limb motor tasks automated
assessment
of
automated assessment of the as specified by the Parkinson’s disease at home is
upper limb UPDRS tasks Finger Unified
presented. The system interface
Tapping (FT), Opening-Closing Parkinson’s
allows gestural interactions with
(OC),
Pronation-Supination Disease
Rating visual feedback, providing a
(PS) at home.
Scale (UPDRS)/ system management suitable for
PD patients
motor impaired users in home
monitoring
of
Parkinson’s
disease.
Evaluate the potential efficacy of Participants (6 to The
potential
efficacy
of
intention-driven robot-assisted 24
months robot-assisted fingers training for
fingers training.
post-stroke) were hand and fingers rehabilitation
randomly
and its feasibility to facilitate early
assigned into two rehabilitation for a wider
groups:
robot- population of stroke survivors;
assisted
(robot) and hence, can be used to
and non-assisted complement constraint-induced
(control) fingers movement therapy (CIMT).
training groups.
Evaluated the system from a Two users who The hand exoskeleton designed to
neuroimaging
perspective, suffered
from assist and restore hand functions
showing that the device can spinal
cord of people who suffered with motor
elicit EEG brain patterns typical injuries.
disabilities during activities of
of natural hand motions.
daily living (ADL). The results
showed that the device represents
an ecological solution aimed at
promoting sensorimotor recovery.
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Paper
Paper 6
[38]

Objectives
Facilitate the use of the
hemiparetic upper extremity
(UE) in daily life by combining
integrated volitional control
electrical stimulation with a
wrist splint.
1) Evaluating the speed and
goal-directedness
of
movements
within
the
individually
determined
interaction space.
2) Adaptation of hand opening
to objects of different sizes.
3) Obstacle
avoidance in
healthy individuals

Sample
Twenty patients
with
chronic
hemiparetic
stroke.

Paper 8
[24]

Compare four different free
hand gestures for pointing and
selecting 2D targets on
productivity,
usability,
preference, and comfort.

Paper 9
[19]

Explore the potential of
augmented reality (AR) using
free hand and body tracking to
develop engaging games for a
uniform.

Eighteen
participants
evaluated
four
different
ray-casting hand
gestures and three
snapback
thresholds while
selecting
2D
targets of different
sizes.
20 patients (10
Parkinson’s
Disease patients
and 10 stroke
patients)

Paper 10
[15]

Evaluate potential interaction
methods for motor-impaired
individuals, specifically those
who use wheelchairs.

Paper 7 [3]

10 patients with
Parkinson’s
Disease and 10
stroke patients by
implement three
AR games to
evaluate these key
aspects of motor
function.

A total of 18
wheelchair users
participated

IV. DISCUSSION
The person who is dealing with low or decrease the
functionality of their hands al-ways had a difficult time
to grip or hold the object. There are many reasons that
cause hand motor-impaired to people. For example,
stroke, accident, arthritis, and Parkinson’s disease.
From the reviews, there are a lot of researchers found out
that there are a few supportive technology or therapy for
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Outcomes
The combination between hand
splint
and volitional
and
electrically
induced
muscle
contraction may offer promising
option for the management of
paretic UE in patients with stroke.
The potential of patient tailored
AR games for assessing motor
impairments in patients with
neurological conditions and
provides starting points for
further improvement. The rapid
technical developments will lead
to higher accuracy of contactless
hand
tracking
and
to
improvements in some aspects.
There were no significant
differences between snapback
thresholds on productivity, error
or preference. However, there was
a trend for shorter completion
time, lower number of incorrect
targets, and higher preference for
more snapback when using the
index click gesture.

The different sensors of devices
have further improved of hand
tracking and get a higher of the
position of the joints. Video
See-Through HMD have more
precise alignment of the virtual
hand with the real hand. Besides
that, it provided the patients do
not get dizzy while wearing it.
Augmented reality technology has
the potential to be a useful tool for
people with mobility impairments
to encourage and support
independence in their daily
routines and activities.

them to increase their functionality of hand gestures.
Among the supportive technologies to assist hand
motor-impaired user is exoskeleton. This technology has
been studied by [35], [25], [4]. From their study, the
device has been developed for stroke user. This disease
remain the leading cause of severe long-term disabilities
worldwide, with hemiplegia connected with abnormal
muscle activation and coordination, muscle weaknesses,
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spasticity, and loss of dexterity and precision being the
major contributors to the disabilities [35], [22]. The
device use to assist hands and fingers functions training.
Based on the result, the user has showed better
improvement of fingers dexterity. This show the device
has promote positive effect such as pinching, grasping
and do other natural hand motions. But due to several
limitation, more training sessions should be considered
in future studies.
The next supportive technology is electrical
stimulation. Electrical stimulation is one such
intervention that has the potential to improve motor
outcomes and such, potentially lead to increased activity
performance and participation after stroke [39]. This
technology has been researched by [10]. From the study,
the result has been displayed only little improvement in
their capacity to perform daily activities for stroke
patients, seem to benefit from training with a dynamic
arm orthosis in combination with electrical stimulation.
Although the result give a positive effect to the user, the
future investigation is still need to obtain optimum
recovery for hand motor-impaired user.
The other disease that involves the functionality of
hand is Parkinson’s disease. Parkinson’s disease (PD) is
a disease that has been categorized as a chronic
neurodegenerative which gives impacts to motor
functions [40]. The user who has been affected with PD
were advised doing physical activity that allows them to
improve the condition of the disease. The previous
researcher has developed a self-managed system as a
supportive technology for the automated assessment of
the PD upper limb motor tasks. The system interface
allows gestural interactions with visual feedback,
providing a system management suitable for motor
impaired users in home monitoring of Parkinson’s
disease [9]. Therefore, the result of this study shows a
positive feedback where the technology used is effective
to the user.
Besides that, the previous researcher has discovered
augmented reality technology as a supportive technology
tool to assist the hand performance. Augmented reality
(AR) is a user interface technology in which a
camera-recorded view of the real world is augmented
with computer-generated content such as annotations,
graphics, animations, and three-dimensional (3-D)
models [29]. Much work over the past few decades has
brought the use of virtual reality (VR) and augmented
reality (AR) to the fields of gaming, rehabilitation,
therapy, and skill training [26]. From the previous
research, they found that AR games are more interesting
than computer games plus this game required them to
make a move to complete the task. It gives motivation to
them to do exercises while playing the game. This
exercise game concept gives the idea or inspiration for
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future investigation to make this innovation and
initiative for the disabled person, especially those who
encounter low functionality of hand motor-impaired.
Another study has developed and designed an
augmented reality for a motor-impaired user to evaluate
their potential interaction [15]. This technology helps
them to be more independent and motivate them as we
know their struggle to obtain ability the performance of
daily activities. Besides that, the user interface plays an
important role as well. It gives an effect of the user’s
control and emotion that can be seen from the user's face
will give the information needed to be considered in
game development [30].
V. CONCLUSION
Different supportive technologies for different diseases
have been discovered to help the user to improve the
functionality of their movement especially their hand
gestures. Nowadays there are so many alternative ways
to increase the function of hands that they can do on
their own at home or self-therapy. It can save cost, avoid
the time constraints which is they no need to set an
appointment with expert and it is user-friendly.
However, they still need to consult with the expert if they
have a problem. Nevertheless, more evidence and
alternative are needed regarding the positive feed-back
from the patient according to the application or
technology that assist them to recover or enhance their
capacity of the movement.
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